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equipped with improved multi-processing techniques, we can use robot on increasingly larger projects. we are confident that we will be able to continue the same tradition of high performance and flexibility, while maintaining the standard of reliability we have achieved in the past. robot is also investing heavily in performance. this involves new
improvements in our meshing, simulation and algorithm accuracy, and a major advancement in its threaded analysis. our new interactive meshwork and mesh data view are now integrated with the new multi-process engine. this will allow to manipulate meshes and triangulate quickly, even for very large meshes, while keeping mesh quality high. the

foundation of all of these, and more, is a new analysis engine and api. it is a significant code-reduction in respect to other analysis packages. combined with a more robust and efficient mesh data representation, it will allow robot to provide truly scaleable analysis on an increasing number of projects. robot's meshing and analysis package are also being
upgraded with more improvements aimed at simplifying the use of the package. further enhancements include integration with the new pcl and cr-based analysis algorithms, as well as support for large cr-based models. we will continue to stay closely on board with our cote d'ivoire product and user community and its active users. we will also continue to

guide and support developers using robot on daily basis on the www. to stay abreast of our findings and developments, please subscribe to our weblog or subscribe to our cote d'ivoire forum. likewise, we encourage you to join our product&user community and provide your feedback about robot and its use.
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